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Design Theorem

1.1 Key Terms

Fashion:
The prevailing type of clothing that is favored by a large segment of the public at any given time.
Silhouette:
The shape of a clothing style. Formed by the width and length of the neckline, sleeves, waistline and pants or skirt
Pleat:
A pleat (older plait) is a type of fold formed by doubling fabric back upon itself and securing it in place. It is commonly used in clothing
and upholstery to gather a wide piece of fabric to a narrower circumference. Pleats are categorized as pressed, that is, ironed or otherwise
heat-set into a sharp crease, or unpressed, falling in soft rounded folds. Pleats may also be partially sewn flat and allowed to fall open
below.
Darts:
Are folds (tucks coming to a point) and sewn into fabric to take in ease and provide shape to a garment, especially for a woman’s bust.
They are used frequently in all sorts of clothing to tailor the garment to the wearer’s shape, or to make an innovative shape in the garment.
Seam:
A seam, in sewing, is the line where two pieces of fabric are held together by thread.
Stitch:
A stitch is a single turn or loop of the thread or yarn in sewing, knitting, and embroidery. All stitches made with a sewing needle with an
“eye” or hole are variations on seven basic stitches: running stitch, backstitch, overcast stitch, cross stitch, buttonhole or blanket stitch,
chain stitch, and knot stitch. Sewing machine stitches are classified by their structure: chain stitch, made with one thread; lockstitch,
made with two threads; and overlook, made with one to four threads.
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CAD/CAM/CIM:
Each of these three acronyms refers to computer based technology used for the design and/or manufacture of apparel. Specifically,
CAD stands for computer-aided-design, CAM for computer-aided manufacturing, and CIM for computer integrated manufacturing. CAD
computer programs support the design phase and give the designer the ability to experiment with ideas about styles, colors, fabrics,
etc. CAM programs support the tasks related to manufacture, and with CAD/CAM in combination, the design can move from design to
preparation of the pattern, making the master plan for cutting the garment, grading patterns to different sizes, cutting the fabric, and
sewing. CIM overcomes the problems that may occur when it is necessary to move the data from the design and manufacturing process
to the next step. In computer-integrated-manufacturing, the various programs communicate directly, so that data moves smoothly along
the production process in an accurate and timely fashion.

Design Theorem

1.2 Three Minute Introduction

Close your eyes and clear your mind, imagine a stitch in your clothing. A stitch is a single turn or loop of the thread or yarn in sewing,
the knitting of fabric and embroidery of thread which create connections/seams in garments. Now imagine that stitch at a bigger scale,
connecting urban environments together as well as building materials to create a structural entity or framework. Fashion can change
its trends throughout the seasons, however, some buildings can adapt to the trends and change by altering their facades and or their
interiors to give them a new image. Can architecture be more current with technology and with current sensibilities, can it be more
spontaneous and more responsive in current culture.
This leads one to question; how do the two disciplines interrelate? Could architecture be both in the moment and timeless? Is there a
correlation between the materials, forms and processes used in both practices? I will be exploring the intersection between fashion and
architectural design. Given that tools such as parametric design, digital fabrication and material innovation are now a part of current
practice; have they made the scaler transition of fashion within the realm of architectural plausible?
The project will encompass the design of a new skin of an existing building overtly borrowing techniques from fashion design:
1. Silhouette
2. Material
3. Darts
4. Stitch
5. Seam
6. Pattern-making
7. Texture
8. Color
9. Scale
The objective of the project is to enhance the experience of the existing urban plaza at a variety of scales. Changing a person’s
perception as they walk through the space. I will investigate the edge condition of a downtown high-rise building, how it meets the sky
and how it interacts the street condition. Creating a public interactive space bringing in scale and how we read buildings from far as
silhouettes, from an intermediate scale as materiality and transparently, and from a close-up scale with details and tectonic.
The urbanist Jan Gehl states… “a good city street should be designed so that the average walker, moving at a rate of about 3mph, sees
an interesting new site about once every five seconds, but this does not happen in most our cities today. “
Using Gehl’s methodology of how cities should be designed, I will implement them into an urban architectural installation by using
the techniques and methods of fashion. Through research focused on how garments are created with different types of folds, pleats
and materials, creating an interactive installation for passersby to inhabit. This thesis will create a new type of edge condition that will
investigate the intersection of fashion and architecture, improving street interaction and culture within a car-centric city like Atlanta.
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1.3 Design Hypothesis

Introduction:
The relationship between fashion and architecture is not a particularly oblique one; both are based on shape, structure, look visually
appealing, and help compose two of the necessities of life, clothing and shelter. Architecture has been around since the beginning of
humankind. It is how our homes are designed, castles are built, and how there is a roof over your head. Many buildings that we work, live,
or go to school in have all been carefully designed by highly trained commercial architects. In much of the same manner fashion mirrors
this; we are walking around in something that was designed by someone. Fashion and architecture have many connections with each
other: they both aim to “make” shelter for the human being and reflect our taste. Fashion is people, people populate the city, the city is
made of building in a sensing architecture. Fashion and architecture live along this very thin line in our worlds and in our cities. How can
fashion influence the architectural design process, to create interactive street conditions for the public that embody both fields?
Background/ Historical Overview:
Our cities have become plain, façades have become flat. Public spaces have become barren. Activity within the city has died down.
People do not want to either stay in the city or be out and about because they either don’t feel safe or they don’t feel like they belong.
Famous fashion designer Coco Chanel once said, “fashion is architecture: it is a matter of proportions.” Classic designers like Tom Ford,
Balmain, Cardin, and Versace all studied architecture before switching to fashion, while legendary architects like Zaha Hadid and Frank
Gehry have taken time off from designing buildings to work on jewelry, shoes, and bags.”
Some may suggest that fashion is as old as human culture, beginning with the introduction of clothing for Adam and Eve. However,
others believe that fashion is an invention of the late middle ages. “Humans live in clothes. Since time immemorial, clothes have been
our second defense – the first being our own skin – against the elements. Buildings have been our third.” Since the beginning of time,
there has been this need for protection in the form of another layer, be it a building or clothing.
Bradley Quinn (2003), a fashion theorist, introduces the critical discourse of fashion while responding to this pseudo-synonymous polemic
between architecture, the human body, and clothes. According to Quinn, through the language of fashion, the ‘ordinary’ human body,
clothes, and everyday buildings are semantically transcended into an ‘extraordinary’ work of art. Fashion assigns the ‘sign-value’ to both
the human body and architecture. Fascinated with the shared language between fashion and architecture, Quinn outlines the structural
affinities of spatiality, visually, materiality, and construction techniques between both disciplines. In this regard, Quinn establishes the
synchronization between the practice of fashion designers and architects, primarily through the works of Rem Koolhaas, Zaha Hadid,
Hussein Chalayan, Pia Myrvold and Yeohlee Teng.
Fashion and architecture provide clothing and buildings and are a necessity for us to live and exist, and they do not just merely exist
for aesthetics and creativity. We need clothing to keep our bodies warm and protected from the elements; likewise, we need buildings to
create the space in which we eat, work, live and play and thus becoming the envelope to our world. I want to use fashion, an everyday
outlet of creativity that most people explore in their daily lives, to improve and better how our cities look and feel. Having the ability to
combine both fashion and architecture into one being, when before all they did was just edge the line is the ultimate goal of my thesis.
“Fashionable” people walking beside “architectural” buildings but both never touch or blend together.
Research Questions:
1. Why are sidewalks in the city empty?
2. How may folding layering, and pleating techniques often used
within fashion design to create ‘structural’ garments, be used as an
approach to both structure and façade in an urban edge condition
setting?
3. How can fashion influence the architectural design process, to
create interactive street conditions for the public that embody both
fields?
4. How can fashion techniques create an interactive edge condition,
bringing people back to the street?
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Hypothesis:
• Changing the edge condition of high-rise buildings will bring
people in and make them feel more comfortable in the area.
• Architects are social agents of change, and fashion designers also
influence change within the culture. Combining these two realms
into an insulation project to better the public street would turn out
great.
• Using Gehl’s methodology of how cities should be designed, I will
implement them into an urban architectural installation by using
the techniques and methods of fashion. Through research focused
on how garments are created with different types of folds, pleats
and materials, creating an interactive installation for passersby to
inhabit.

Methodology:
The methodology that I propose to use is that mainly of blending the techniques of fashion into an architectural urban street instillation.
I want to research and apply Jan Gehl’s 5 Rules for Designing Great Cities. Jan Gehl is a Danish urban design consultant and architect
based in Copenhagen whose career has been in focusing on improving the quality of urban life by re-orienting city design towards the
pedestrian and cyclist. His five rules are:
1.Stop Building ‘Architecture for Cheap Gasoline’: Climate change and public health are two factors that Jan Gehl says should be of utmost
importance to planners, especially considering that “for 50 years, we made cities in such a way that people are almost forced to sit down
all day in their cars, in their offices, or in their homes. This has led to serious situations health-wise.”
2.Make Public Life the Driver for Urban Design: walking more, spending more time in public spaces and getting out of “private cocoons”
more. As Gehl explained during his stay in New York, this made the city more exciting, interesting and safer, as well as promoted social
inclusion.
3.Design for Multisensory Experiences: To explain this point, Gehl uses Venice and Brasilia as examples, stating that if you want to
have an experience where the senses are active and therefore, more pleasing, you should visit the former. However, if you don’t want
something like that, go to the Brazilian capital city. These examples show how people living there have lost the opportunity to enjoy their
surroundings through their senses, since as Gehl says “we have broken all the rules to make automobiles happy.” In contrast, what cities
should be doing is building around the body and senses of human beings to take advantage of our capabilities, so that people can enjoy
their cities to their fullest potential.
4.Make Public Transportation More Equitable: Promoting equality in cities has become a mission in various parts of the world. We can
achieve more equality if public transport becomes accessible, efficient, and a reasonable alternative to cars. This way, people who live
in the suburbs, because the land there is cheaper and more suited to their income, don’t need to spend so much of their budget on
transportation, something that people who currently live in city centers don’t need to worry about.
5.Ban Cars: According to Gehl, the car is not a smart way of getting around, especially in cities that have populations of 10 million or more,
like in South America, Africa, and Asia. In the latter region, Gehl uses Singapore as an example, by saying that it is a very small island,
and because of the large number of cars there is almost no more free space on the streets, even when in a dense city, it’s possible to get
everywhere much faster either on foot or by bicycle.1
Thus, I am going to use his methodology of how cities should be designed, and implement it into an urban street instillation. Using the
way, he is thinking and creating an analysis on how I would like to construct a form using the techniques and methods of fashion. I will
have to research different types of materials and techniques of fashion and how I would like to implement them into my design.
Conclusion:
My research will feed into an architectural instillation that will incorporate fashion as its main element if design. It will create a new
type of edge condition that will improve an existing area within the city of Atlanta. This instillation will not only be able to be in the city
of Atlanta, but it will able to be placed in cities across the world. I want to improve the condition where the building meets the street by
creating a new interactive space where people will want spend time and feel comfortable in.
1

Life Between Buildings: Using Public Space by Jan Gehl
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1.4 Precedent Analysis

Figure 1.4.2

Figure 1.4.1

Project : San Francisco Federal Building
Architect : Morphosis
Location : San Francisco, United States
Engineer: Arup
Cost: US$144 million
Floor Area: 605,000 sq ft
Complition: 2007
“One-hundred and fifty-three square feet of stainless steel panels
attached to a galvanized tube structure that provides an attractive,
rust-free appearance for this building, whose height necessitated a
coating that would-be Maintenance-free for decades to come. The
galvanized frame is part of an environmentally friendly design that
deploys a galvanized and stainless custom window wall providing
ventilation to the building, eliminating the need for air conditioning
for more than 70% of the building’s space. The screen on this project
enhances the urban feel of San Francisco, as well as embraces
environmental protection.” - American Galvanizer’s Association
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Figure 1.4.3

Figure 1.4.4

Sun Screen Elevation

Figure 1.4.5

Figure 1.4.6

Diagram

“A folded, perforated metal sunscreen shades the full-height glass
window wall system and a mutable skin of computer–controlled
panels adjusts to daily and seasonal climate fluctuations. With
Figure 1.4.7
an energy performance that surpasses the GSA’s criteria by more
Sun Screen Perspective
than 50%, the project sets new standards for applications of passive
climate control, while physically democratizing the workplace and Diagrams show how the screen surrounds the building. The elevation
enhancing employees’ health, comfort, and sense of control over shows the screen unwrapped and flat. Sun Screen perspective
their environment.” - Morphosis Team
shows how the screen is articulated over the building.

Pattern

Materiality

“The tower is distinguished by its protective ‘skin’ of perforated
Type 316 stainless steel sunscreen panels. They cover the entire
southeast side of the glass window wall and extend over the roof.
The roof is sheltered from the sun by fixed sunscreen panels.
The panels over the wall rotate during the day to either provide
shading or unobstructed views. On the naturally ventilated floors,
the computer system opens and closes windows and vents, and
moves exterior sunscreens in response to internal and external
environmental conditions. The sunscreen can also serve as a jacket
to buffer outside wind.” - IMOA
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1.4 Precedent Analysis

Figure 1.4.8

Project : Al Bahar Towers
Architect : Adeas UK
Location : Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
Engineer: Arup
Cost:
Floor Area: 753,000 sq ft
Complition: 2012
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“Principles of geometric composition drawn from traditional Islamic
architecture were applied in creating the towers’ shape.
The towers feature a dynamic, translucent facade that opens and
closes in response to the sun’s movement, reducing solar gain on the
facade by up to 50%. The facade is inspired by “mashrabiya”, a form
of wooden lattice screen used in Islamic architecture as a means
of retaining privacy while simultaneously reducing glare and solar
gain. Translucent, umbrella-like components make up the facade;
there are 2,000 of these “mashrabiya” components on each tower.
The dynamic facade solution removes the need for heavily-tinted
glass, thus reducing use of artificial lighting and internal blinds,
improving the incidence of daylight and giving occupants better
views.” - Emporis

Figure 1.4.9

Figure 1.4.10

Closed

Figure 1.4.12

1/2 Open

Figure 1.4.13

Figure 1.4.11

Diagram

Pattern

Materiality

The pattern of the screens is derived from the Mashrabiya. The
Mashrabiya is the Arabic term given to a type of oriel window
enclosed with a carved wooden latticework located on the second
story of a building or higher, often it is lined with stained glass.
The mashrabiya is an element of traditional Arabic architecture
Figure 1.4.14
Fully Open
used since the Middle Ages up to the mid-20th century. It is mostly
used on the street side of the building; however, it may also be
used internally on the sahn side. Mashrabiyas were mostly used in Diagrams show how the facade for the building opens and closed.
It is covered entirely in a latticed screen that uses a multi-layered houses and palaces although sometimes in public buildings such Depicting how the shape folds into its self so that the light can pass
pattern constructed of aluminum and glass.
as hospitals, inns, schools and government buildings.
through into the building.
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1.4 Precedent Analysis

Figure 1.4.16

Figure 1.4.15

Project : M. H. De Young Memorial Museum
Architect : Jacques Herzog, Pierre de Meuron and Fong + Chan
Location : San Francisco, United States
Engineer: Rutherford & Chekene
Cost: US$202 million
Floor Area: 293,000 sq ft
Completion: 2005

Figure 1.4.17

“Herzog & de Meuron developed the idea of a variably perforated
screen exterior which would mirror the green foliage and forestry
of the surrounding Golden Gate Park, San Francisco’s central
park. The architects worked with Zahner whose engineers and
software specialists developed a system which would allow unique
perforation and patterned dimples, variably sized and placed
throughout the exterior. This included near 8000 unique facade
panels — the collective whole which formed patterns of light as
seen through trees.” - Zahner
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The Facade:
950,000 lbs of copper
300,000 lbs of glass
7,200 unique copper panels with 1,500,000 embossing

Figure 1.4.18

Figure 1.4.21

Figure 1.4.19

Original Picture

Figure 1.4.22

Figure 1.4.20

Diagram

The desire of architects to have a building that is mixed with the
park, led them to wrap it with a copper skin texture which was
Figure 1.4.23
subsequently modeled with pictures and patterns that represent the
Grasshopper Altered
lights that filter through the canopy of park. The photos are turned
into abstract patterns embossed in a “dimples and pimples” with Using the same technique as designers of the sink in the de Young
varying degrees of depth, which were stamped in copper panels Museum, I took my own image and placed it into grasshopper to
that camouflage the structure.
create a dotted image shown above.

Pattern

Materiality

“The material of the facade is copper. The copper facade and roof
would transition from its bright golden red, to a dark brown, to a
black, and finally, after a decade or more, it will slowly emerge into
earthy greens.
In clean air environments which San Francisco generally has great
air quality this process can take much longer. Copper oxidizes
quickly in polluted areas. In cleaner environments, this process
could take twenty to thirty years.” - Zahner
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1.4 Precedent Analysis

Figure 1.4.25

Figure 1.4.24

Designer: Issey Miyake
Nationality: Japanese
Born: April 22, 1938 (age 79)
Education: Tama Art University (Tokyo, Japan)
Miyake’s first objective was to create a fashion that aimed at being
more visual than it had never been before. Therefore, he tries to
explore relationships between the body and the garment which
covers it, along with the space where the person evolves.
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Figure 1.4.26

Figure 1.4.29

Figure 1.4.27

Pattern Iteration

Figure 1.4.31

Figure 1.4.30

Figure 1.4.28

Diagram

One of Issey Miyake’s bags are inspired by the metal panels that
steel workers fused together to create structures of buildings, the
triangles are attached to a mesh cloth to give it the movement and Diagram shows how the Issey Miyake bag is patterned. The triangles
the feeling of lightness. The bags also have adjustable leather straps are arranged in a mirrored pattern do that when they are layered
on the outside and an usable interior pocket.
on-top of the mesh they can move and flex.

Pattern

Materiality

“Issey Miyake believes that any material can be turned into clothing.
He used Japanese washi paper, horsehair and raffia; conversely, he
has rediscovered traditional materials. But he has also experimented
special treatments giving surfaces an alive, animal look, as well as
exploring futuristic fabrics, such as a polyester that is heat-cut and
molded into shape with the aid of just snap buttons.” - The Futurist
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1.4 Precedent Analysis

Figure 1.4.33

Figure 1.4.32

Designer: Winde Rienstra
Nationality: Dutch
Born: 1981 (age 36)
Education: Utrecht School of the Arts (Utrecht, Netherlands)
“Rienstra uses lines inspired by architecture to emphasize the
energy that exists between our bodies and the clothes we choose
to wear. The wood, fabric, and string in each piece ties together to
represent the energy that is emitted in what has been described as
a “fusion” of sustainability, fashion, and art.
In all Rienstra’s collections, she tries to choose materials that are
sustainable. She often stiffens sustainable silk to create her paperlike pieces, and many of her shoe designs are made from bamboo
wood, a renewable resource.” - DeNada
22

Figure 1.4.34

Figure 1.4.35

Figure 1.4.37

Re-Modeled Shoe

Figure 1.4.38

Diagram

Pattern

Materiality

Wine Rienstra uses patters that accentuates the body. Central to her
work is her feel for materials. She has a fondness for wood and the
patterns that you can read in the grain: for here these reflect both
Figure 1.4.36
Figure 1.4.39
the grotesqueness and the beauty of life. Rienstra’s fascination with
Contours
of
Shoe
Wine Rienstra tries to choose materials that are sustainable. She spatial structures around the human body has led to a recurring play
often stiffens sustainable silk to create her paper-like pieces, and with three-dimensionality. Each of the resulting spatial designs is a Diagrams show my recreated version of her cardboard shoe. Using
many of her shoe designs are made from bamboo wood, a renewable new opportunity to allow the materials to shine like jewelry around her same technique she contours the model of the shoe and thats
resource.
the human body.
how the layered effect is made.
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1.4 Precedent Analysis

Figure 1.4.41

Figure 1.4.42

Figure 1.4.40

Designer: Jenny Sabin
Nationality: American
Born:
Education:
“Jenny Sabin’s work is at the forefront of a new direction for 21st
century architecture practice, one that investigates the intersections
of architecture and science, and applies insights and theories from
biological and mathematics to the design or material structures.” Jenny Sabin
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Figure 1.4.43

Quad Meshes

Figure 1.4.46

Figure 1.4.44

Circular Proﬁles

Figure 1.4.47

Quad Nurb Surfaces

Figure 1.4.48

Diagrams the process of how Jenny Sabin gets to her form in her
myThread Pavilion . Starting with quad meshes, then pulling our
circular profiles from the centers of the meshes. Connecting them
with a smoothing algorithm and then unrolling the shapes to create
the surfaces.

Diagram

Interesting-only

Materiality

“The installation’s architectural framework is inspired by both nature
and mathematics, and is built from an assemblage of mediums:
digitally knitted 3D elements, solar active and drake yarns, twill
tape and aluminum tubing. The temporary pavilion employs both
photoluminescence and light activated yarns that absorb, collect,
and deliver luminance. From a practical standpoint, this portable
and super-lightweight structure could be used outdoors to consume
rays from the sun during the day, before releasing them at night.” -

“Transformed the patterns of this biological data into the geometry
and material of knitted structure, based on prototypes developed
during the previous workshop sessions. The myThread Pavilion is
the result of this collaboration, with a harder outside construction
and softer, organic inner material. An inner structure of soft
textile based whole garment knit elements absorbs, collects and
delivers light as the materials react to the presence of people.
This installation’s adaptable sensitivity and flexibility mirrors the
human form. It is its own environment, its own community and its
own energy.” - Jenny Sabin

Pattern

Figure 1.4.45
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1.4 Precedent Analysis

Figure 1.4.50
Figure 1.4.49

Designer: Iris Van Herpen
Nationality: Dutch
Born: June 5, 1984 (age 33)
Education: ArtEZ University of the Arts (Zwolle, Netherlands)
“Iris van Herpen is a Dutch fashion designer who is widely recognized
as one of fashion’s most talented and forward-thinking creators
who continuously pushes the boundaries of fashion design.
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Van Herpen is often hailed as a pioneer in utilizing 3D printing
as a garment construction technique, and as an innovator who is
comfortable with using technology as one of the guiding principles
in her work because of its sculptural nature and unfamiliar form.
The designer’s intent is to blend the past and the future into a
distinct version of the present by fusing technology and traditional
Couture craftsmanship.” - Iris Van Herpen

Figure 1.4.51

Crystallization

Figure 1.4.54

Figure 1.4.52

Lucid

Figure 1.4.56

Figure 1.4.55

Diagram

Pattern

Materiality

“Each of the collection’s hypnotic designs were based on optical
illusion patterns, which typically feature a palette of only black and
Figure 1.4.53
white.
Iris van Herpen is no stranger to incorporating technology into her “By building up the patterns and then distorting them, the eye’s Diagrams show how most of Iris Van Herpen’s creations are very
designs as she was one of the world’s first fashion designers to use perspective is tricked and challenged to see new patterns occurring symmetrical. They feature tessellations and repeating organic
3D printing technology in her work.
in between,” said the designer.”- Scraper
patterns.
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2.1 Site Context

University Advisement Center
In 2013, Georgia State University opened the University Advisement
Center in suites 400 and 500 of the 25 Park Place building.
This significant new resource to help our undergraduate students
changed the structure of academic advisement on campus. Housing
more than 60 academic advisors representing every college and
every undergraduate field of study (plus a cohort of advisors trained
to help students select and, when necessary, transition between
field of studies) in one location, the University Advisement Center
serves all freshmen, sophomores and juniors.

Figure 2.1.1

Official Name: 25 Park Place
Other Names: Trust Company of Georgia Building, Sun-Trust Bank
Building
Structure Type: Building
Status: Complete
Country: United States
City: Atlanta
Street Address: 25 Park Place
Postal Code: 30303
Building Function: Educational
Completion: 1971
Architect: Carson, Lundin & Shaw (New York City)
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The site that I have chosen is in downtown Atlanta. It is the Sun
Trust building across the street from Woodruff park. I have chosen
this location because it is a highly-trafficked plaza but there is no
public activity there. Students use this sidewalk to get to and from
class, and the building is becoming a mix use office spaces. For
Georgia State students, the building is home to the writing center/
studio and academic support. Also, housed the advisement of the
college of business and international student advisors. In this
building each floor is dedicated to a service. The building is open to
the student along with a bank on the main floor. The plaza is lacking
any curbed appeal. With all the foot traffic and student activity in
this area, I feel that I would be beneficial for an installation where
people can utilize the plaza for different purposes then just walking
around.

Figure 2.1.2

Figure 2.1.3

Figure 2.1.5

Figure 2.1.7

Figure 2.1.4

Context

Facade

Plaza

Figure 2.1.6
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2.2 Site Analysis
32

Map of United States

Map of Georgia

Figure 2.2.1

Map of Atlanta

Map of Site
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Design Analysis

2.2 Site Analysis

Georgia-Pacific Plaza
Flat Iron Building
Muses Building
Bell Building
Site
T Deck
34 Peachtree
Administration Building
Venetian Room
Olympia Building
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Site Plan/ Building Diagram

Figure 2.2.2

International Peace Fountain

Woodruff Park
Site

Green Spaces/ Fountains Diagram

Figure 2.2.3
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Design Analysis

2.2 Site Analysis

Auburn Ave / Peachtree St Ne
Crosswalk
Auburn Ave / Park Place
Crosswalk

Site
Edgewood Ave / Equitable
Crosswalk
Edgewood Ave / Hurt Plz
Crosswalk
Edgewood Ave / Park Place
Crosswalk
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Pedestrian Diagram

Figure 2.2.4

Woodruff Park
Streetcar Stop
Tracks going West

Site
Park Place
Streetcar Stop

Tracks going East

Street-Car Diagram

Figure 2.2.5
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Design Analysis

2.2 Site Analysis

Bike Lane
Park Pl Ne
Site

Bike Lane
Edgwood Ave NE
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Bike Lane Diagram

Figure 2.2.6
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Design Analysis

2.2 Site Analysis

SITE

Figure 2.2.8
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Site

Interstate 75/85

Interstate 20

Railways

Major Transportation around Site

Figure 2.2.9

Site

Parking

Parks

Offices

Mixed Use

GSU Buildings

Site Surroundings
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2.3 Solar Analysis

Figure 2.3.2

Sunrise: 05:41am
Azimuth/Altitude: 89.18° / -0.44°
Hour Angle: 91.15°
Declination: 0.21°
Daylight: 12:09 Hrs
Solar Noon: 11:45am
Azimuth/Altitude: 180.00° / 56.47°
Hour Angle: 0.00°
Declination: 0.21°
Daylight: 12:09 Hrs

Figure 2.3.1
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Path of Sun along Site

Sunset: 17:50pm
Azimuth/Altitude: -89.18° / -0.44°
Hour Angle: -91.15°
Declination: 0.21°
Daylight: 12:09 Hrs

Spring/Vernal Equinox: March 21st

Figure 2.3.3

Figure 2.3.4

Figure 2.3.5

Sunrise: 04:27am
Azimuth/Altitude: 60.78° / -0.44°
Hour Angle: 107.98°
Declination: 23.44°
Daylight: 14:24 Hrs

Sunrise: 05:24am
Azimuth/Altitude: 88.57° / -0.44°
Hour Angle: 91.49°
Declination: 0.72°
Daylight: 12:12 Hrs

Sunrise: 06:38am
Azimuth/Altitude: 117.95° / -0.44°
Hour Angle: 74.30°
Declination: -23.43°
Daylight: 09:54 Hrs

Solar Noon: 11:39am
Azimuth/Altitude: 180.00° / 79.68°
Hour Angle: 0.00°
Declination: 23.44°
Daylight: 14:24 Hrs

Solar Noon: 11:30am
Azimuth/Altitude: 179.80° / 56.98°
Hour Angle: 0.11°
Declination: 0.72°
Daylight: 12:12 Hrs

Solar Noon: 11:35am
Azimuth/Altitude: 180.00° / 32.84°
Hour Angle: 0.00°
Declination: -23.43°
Daylight: 09:54 Hrs

Sunset: 18:52pm
Azimuth/Altitude: -60.78° / -0.44°
Hour Angle: -107.98°
Declination: 23.44°
Daylight: 14:24 Hrs

Sunset: 17:36pm
Azimuth/Altitude: -88.57° / -0.44°
Hour Angle: -91.49°
Declination: 0.72°
Daylight: 12:12 Hrs

Sunset: 16:33pm
Azimuth/Altitude: -117.95° / -0.44°
Hour Angle: -74.30°
Declination: -23.43°
Daylight: 09:54 Hrs

Summer Solstice: June 21st

Autumn/Fall Equinox: September 21st

Winter Solstice: December 21st
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Design Analysis

2.4 Shadow Analysis

7:00AM

The
shadow diagrams
show where the shadows
from the existing building will be
cast throughout the year. The times are
in the morning, afternoon and the evening
during the spring, summer, fall and winter times
of the year. The yellow dot represents the sun and
approximately where it would be for the shadows
to be cast. As you can see in the morning the plaza
is completely covered with the shadow that is cast
over the building. During the afternoon the plaza
is covered with sun. In the evening time the
shadows from building across the park are
cast across the park and cover some
parts of the plaza during different
times of the year.
44

Spring/Vernal Equinox: March 21st

12:00 PM

4:00 PM

Summer Solstice: June 21st

4:00 PM

Autumn/Fall Equinox: September 21st

4:00 PM

Winter Solstice: December 21st

7:00AM
7:00AM
7:00AM

12:00 PM
12:00 PM
12:00 PM

4:00 PM

Figure 2.4.1
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Relative Temperature & Humidity

Design Analysis

2.5 Energy Analysis

Radiation by Sky Segment

Figure 2.5.1

Figure 2.5.2

This graph maps the radiation onto a sky dome to show the intensity of the
direction and intensity of solar radiation on a yearly basis around the cardinal
points for Atlanta.

Wind

Psychometric Chart

This graph shows the outdoor comfort in Atlanta using the yearly range of
temperatures and humidities.

Figure 2.5.3

This chart shows the relationship between dry bulb, humidity ratio, and enthalpy.
The polygons overlaid on the chart represent different strategies to increase comfort.
46

Figure 2.5.4

The diagrams show the wind direction and intensity coming to the site. The number
of hours are reflected by the size of the rose, and the intensity is expressed in colors
as shown in the legend.

Benchmarks

EUI is expressed as energy per square foot per year. It is calculated by dividing the total
energy consumed by the building in one year (measured in kBtu) by the total floor area
of the building. The most common unit for EUI is kBtu/ft2/year.
Figure 2.5.5

Spatial Daylight Autonomy
(sDA) describes the percentage
of floor area that receives at
least 300 lux for at least 50% of
the annual occupied hours.

Figure 2.5.7

2030 Challenge

Figure 2.5.6

Daylight Glare Probability
(DGP) is the percentage
of people disturbed due
to the level of vertical eye
illuminance.

Figure 2.5.8
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Design Analysis

2.6 Existing Site Conditions

North Elevation
Figure 2.6.1

East Elevation
48

Figure 2.6.3

West Elevation

Figure 2.6.2

South Elevation

Figure 2.6.4
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Design Analysis

2.5 Existing Site Conditions
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34 Peachtree

Muses Building

Figure 2.6.5
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Design Analysis

2.6 Existing Site Conditions

This
collage represents
my journey around the site.
It starts at the Highland Bakery
and wraps around the front of the
building. The pictures show the empty
plaza and some of the site surroundings. The
street-car stop is located directly across the
street from my site for easy access to the site.
As I walked around you can see that the site
has three sides that face the street and one
side that is facing the alley behind the
building. In this alley is where the
loading dock is located as well
as the building core.
Figure 2.6.6
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Design Analysis

2.7 Conceptual Program

Figure 2.7.1

52

Figure 2.7.2

Figure 2.7.3

Figure 2.7.4

Outdoor Gathering Space:

Amphitheater Space:

Spaces for students and the public to gather in groups of four or more. Having space
to spread out and get work done.

A space for the GSU theater department to hold shows and for GSU students as well
as bringing awareness to the public.

Individual Spaces:

Observation Spaces:

These spaces are for individual occupants so that they can have their privacy to
concentrate on whatever task is at hand.

Areas on the upper floors of the building that penetrate the walls to create new observation areas to look over the park and city views.

Dynamic spaces:

Outdoor Eating Spaces:

Spaces that can expand and contract to the amount of people that are inhabiting
the area.

Spaces that go along with the existing café that is on the site. A space for people to
eat food.
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Design Process
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Design Process

3.1 Program Types

Building
Nodes:

Roof
Activation:
The roof is currently unused
space. I am proposing my skin to
drape up and shade portions of the
roof for different points of activation.
A new entertainment space, rooftop
garden, panoramic views and study
spaces. Getting to the roof will be
elevator and stair access so that
people can come up from any
part of the building.

The skin will activate some
areas of the building were
occupants can come into the skin
and get to experience the skin from
underneath. Creating nodes within the
building allows for people to experience
the outside and get away from daily
stress and relax. Creating a space
within the existing building and the
skin where students can come
out and study and lounge in
between classes.

Theater
Roof Activation:
This space is another space that
is currently unoccupied. This space
is located on top of the Creative Media
Industries Institute of Georgia State. I want
to use the skin to create a space for the
students to show and display their work. The
skin will drape over to not only shade but to
create a surface for which the students can
project their work onto the inner side of
the screen. There will be built in seating
that can be doubled as another
gathering space where students
can study and lounge under
the skin.

Plaza
Activation:
The plaza is currently an empty
space. I am proposing to create a space
that could merge the lines between a fashion
and architecture to create a new social space.
Public entertainment, recreation, festivals, and
study are just a few of the activities that these
spaces allow for and they help to make for a more
intimate experience. With all of the hardscapes of the
plaza is made of I feel like the site might appear stark
and unwelcoming, so by planning to incorporate
rows of trees, small shrubs, and grasses to help
soften and bring life to the new space. They also
included site furnishings like table tennis,
water playground, café seating, Wi-Fi
enabled spaces, and communal tables
to further encourage fun and
relaxation.

Figure 3.1.1
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Figure 3.2.1

Figure 3.2.2
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Figure 3.2.3

Study Model I

Design Process

3.2 Study Models

Study Model I:
This was one of my attempts on
how I wanted to skin the building.
I used a screen mesh for the material
because I wanted the skin to fell light and
delicate. With this model I tried to wrap the
building with the screen pleating and darting
across the front. This model felt like the
skin would cover too much of the existing
building even with the slits within the
body.

Figure 3.2.4
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Figure 3.2.5

Figure 3.2.6
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Figure 3.2.7

Study Model II

Design Process

3.2 Study Models

Study Model II:
This is the second study model
that I made based off on the first
iteration. For this model I still used the
screen mesh for the material but this time
I wanted to not cover the whole building. My
strategy was to cover the places of activation
that I wanted to create with this screen. I went
with covering the roof to start with, then the
whole side of the building to shade from sun
and then skirting the plaza. I went with
this form because I felt like it flowed
better than the first and the draping
and pleating created some
more dynamic shapes.

Figure 3.2.8

Figure 3.2.9
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Design Process

3.3 3D Print Fabric

Figure 3.3.1

Figure 3.3.2

Figure 3.3.3

Figure 3.3.4
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Figure 3.3.5

Figure 3.3.6

Figure 3.3.8

Figure 3.3.7

Figure 3.3.9
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Design Process

3.4 Boning Analysis

In
fashion, boning refers
to rigid strips of material used to
maintain the shape of a corset or bodice. Each
strip of boning material is called a bone or a stay.
The bones are sewn vertically into the fabric of a corset or
bodice. Bones may also contribute to the cinching properties of
a corset, depending upon its strength. Stays were historically made
of whalebone, ivory, other types of bone, and wood, but today they are
made primarily of steel or plastic.
The earliest types of corsets, worn from the 16th to 18th century, were
designed to transform the upper torso into a very stiff, inverted cone shape.
For this reason, very tough materials were used as boning, and there was little
room between bones. In addition to whalebone, great cane was a popular support
material in early corsets.
In the 19th century, corsets became less restrictive, and stays were often used only
on the front of the corset. The first steel boning dates from around this time, and
when whalebone became scarce and expensive in the latter 19th century, people
looked to different materials for corsetry. Bones were sometimes made of cork, a
plant fiber called Coraline, or Feather-bone, made from the quills of feathers.
Throughout the late 19th and early 20th centuries, corsets became less and
less complex and restrictive, and more emphasis was placed on comfort
than on molding the body into a desired shape. Bones became used
more to keep the fabric taut than to shape and support the torso.
In the early 20th century, spiral boning was used for the first
time. This type of boning is made of steel arranged in a flat
spiral. It is more flexible than traditional stays, as it
is able to bend in both directions, and therefore
provides more gentle support.

Types
of Boning:
“White steel boning:
Nylon-coated spring steel, ½” or ¼” wide. It is very
rigid and strong and can be bent in one direction to
make a curve. It can also twist or buckle. This is perfect for
corsets or costumes and should only be dry-cleaned. When cut,
this it needs to have tips to prevent it from poking through casing
and other fabric.
Feather lite boning:
Durable and flexible plastic, ½” or ¼” wide. It is made for flexible support
and prevents rolling of fabric on garments. It cannot be sewn in a curve
and would not work for a “waist-reducing” corset. This is perfect for
costumes or garments that require very light support and can withstand
machine or hand-washing. When cut, this boning does not require tips.
Flexi curve boning:
Lightweight and flexible plastic, 1/2” wide. It is able to flex around the
curve of a supportive garment meant to fit the torso. Flexible enough
to wear with comfort, flexi curve can be used for a corset, bustier,
or strapless garment.
Boning tips:
U-shaped tips that cover the cut ends of
continuous boning. They come in ½” or ¼”
to match you’re the size of your
boning.” - Create for Less
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Figure 3.4.1

Figure 3.4.2

Figure 3.4.3

Figure 3.4.4

Figure 3.4.5

Figure 3.4.6
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Design Process

3.5 Structure Analysis
66

Option 1:
This structural system is
following the curves of the
skin using tubular steel as the
material. This might fail because
of the spacing in between the
members is to vast and the
diameter of the steel will be
too big for the pins to
hold on to it.

Figure 3.5.1

Figure 3.5.2

Option 2:
This structural system is
taking the horizontal and vertical
contours of the skin and using that as
the framework. When looking at the skin
face on all you will be able to see is the grid
intersecting at horizontal and vertical planes.
When you look from above you will be able
to see that the horizontal and vertical lines
curve and bend to give the ski its fabric look.
The pro of this skin is that it’s members
are closer together giving a denser look.
The con might be that it might look
a little to linear when the skin
is places onto of it.

Figure 3.5.3

Figure 3.5.4
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Design Process

3.5 Structure Analysis
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Option 3:
This structural system is
relatively similar to structure
system one. The difference between
this one is that the members are closer
together so that the skin can attach to
the structure easily. The diameter of
the tubular steel is smaller so that the
structure looks more elegant and light
as if it was fabric flowing through the
air. This skin will also be easier to
pin to the building because of
its multiple members.

Figure 3.5.5

Figure 3.5.6

Option 4:
This structural system is
completely different from the last
three. This system uses triangular
trusses to wrap around the building. I
feel that this one will be the most suitable
to what I am trying to archive. I feel that
the skin will attach better with this
system giving better attachment points
along the structure. This system will
also pin to the building better
because of its various points
of attachment using the
designed armatures.

Figure 3.5.7

Figure 3.5.8
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Design Synthesis

4.1 Program

Lookout
Space

Figure 4.1.1
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Water Wall

Upper
Seating

Lower
Seating

Hammock Spaces

Lower
Seating

Amphitheater Step
Seating
Seating

Gathering Spaces

Green Walls

Cafe
Seating

Art /Seating

Gathering
Spaces

Step
Seating
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4.2 Section

Design Synthesis

Elevators
will open up into
an enclosed glassed
in space. This space can
be used for entertainment
when the weather is not
optimal. This also lets you
experience the rooftop
without being out in
the outdoors.

The
new skin will
be visible from the
interior of the building
as well. Giving the
occupants of the building
an opportunity to see the
interior of the skin and
the structure at a
more close up
visual.
74

This
roof top study
area can be used in
multiple different ways
from studying alone to
studying within groups these
tables are very handy. There
are plenty of tables that
are located all along the
rooftop with vast views
of the Atlanta Sky
line.

This
second level
study area is so
that you can get up
into the fresh air and be
even higher off the roof
top so experience
some beautiful
views.

The
skin wraps
over the rood top and
shades most of it from the
sun. This is here to create a
new environment that can give
people the opportunity to come
up here and relax or study. The
environment creates a space
where you can be partly covered
from the elements but still
be able to experience the
outdoors.

Figure 4.2.1
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Figure 4.3.1

Design Synthesis

4.3 Final Model

The
screen what
will be placed on
top of the structure
will be comprised
of perforated
aluminium
sheets.
Figure 4.3.3

Figure 4.3.4

Figure 4.3.2

The
crisscross
structure is
comprised
of tubular
steel.
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Figure 4.3.5

Design Synthesis

4.3 Final Model

Figure 4.3.6
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Figure 4.3.7
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Design Synthesis

4.3 Final Model

Figure 4.3.8
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Figure 4.3.9
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Design Synthesis

4.3 Final Model

Figure 4.3.10
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Figure 4.4.1
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Design Synthesis

4.4 Renderings

Figure 4.4.2
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Figure 4.4.3
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Design Synthesis

4.4 Renderings

Figure 4.4.4
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Figure 4.4.5
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Design Synthesis

4.4 Renderings

Figure 4.4.6
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Figure 4.4.7
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Design Synthesis

4.4 Renderings

Figure 4.4.8
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Silhouette:
The shape of a clothing style. Formed by the width and length of the neckline, sleeves, waistline and pants or skirt.

T Deck
34 Peachtree

Corset:
A woman's tightly ﬁtting undergarment extending from below the chest to the hips, worn to shape the ﬁgure.

Administration Building

Seam:
A seam, in sewing, is the line where two pieces of fabric are held together by thread.

Venetian Room

The urbanist Jan Gehl states… “a good city street should be designed so that the average walker, moving at a rate of about 3mph, sees
Using Gehl’s methodology of how cities should be designed, I will implement them into an urban architectural installation by using
the techniques and methods of fashion. Through research focused on how garments are created with different types of folds, pleats
and materials, creating an interactive installation for passersby to inhabit. This thesis will create a new type of edge condition that will
investigate the intersection of fashion and architecture, improving street interaction and culture within a car-centric city like Atlanta.

CAD/CAM/CIM:
Each of these three acronyms refers to computer based technology used for the design and/or manufacturing of apparel. Speciﬁcally CAD stands for computer-aided-design, CAM for computer-aided manufacturing, and CIM for computer integrated manufacturing. CAD computer programs support the design phase and give the designer the ability
to experiment with ideas about styles, colors, fabrics, etc. CAM programs support the tasks related to manufacture,
and with CAD/CAM in combination, the design can move from design to preparation of the pattern, making the
master plan for cutting the garment, grading patterns to different sizes, cutting the fabric, and sewing. CIM overcomes the problems that may occur when it is necessary to move the data from the design and manufacturing process
to the next step. In computer-integrated-manufacturing, the various programs communicate directly, so that data
moves smoothly along the production process in an accurate and timely fashion.

International Peace Fountain

ar
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Precedent Study

Woodruff Park
Site
Figure 1.4.4
Figure 1.4.2

Figure 1.4.29

Figure 1.4.27

Sun Screen Elevation
Pattern Iteration

Figure 1.4.25

Figure 1.4.31

B a r re

Figure 1.4.24

Project : San Francisco Federal Building
Architect : Morphosis
Location : San Francisco, United States
Engineer: Arup
Cost: US$144 million
Floor Area: 605,000 sq ft
Complition: 2007

Figure 1.4.5

The tower is distinguished by its protective ‘skin’ of perforated
Figure 1.4.6
Type 316 stainless steel sunscreen panels. They cover the entire
southeast side of the glass window wall and extend over the roof. A folded, perforated metal sunscreen shades the full-height glass
window wall system and a mutable skin of computer–controlled
The panels over the wall rotate during the day to either provide
Figure 1.4.7
an energy performance that surpasses the GSA’s criteria by more
Sun Screen Perspective
the computer system opens and closes windows and vents, and than 50%, the project sets new standards for applications of passive
moves exterior sunscreens in response to internal and external climate control, while physically democratizing the workplace and Diagrams show how the screen surrounds the building. The elevation
environmental conditions. The sunscreen can also serve as a jacket enhancing employees’ health, comfort, and sense of control over
their environment.
to buffer outside wind.
shows how the screen is articulated over the building.

Materiality

Diagram

Pattern

Materiality

Figure 1.4.26

attached to a galvanized tube structure that provides an attractive,
rust-free appearance for this building, whose height necessitated a
coating that would-be Maintenance-free for decades to come. The
galvanized frame is part of an environmentally friendly design that
deploys a galvanized and stainless custom window wall providing
ventilation to the building, eliminating the need for air conditioning
for more than 70% of the building’s space. The screen on this project
enhances the urban feel of San Francisco, as well as embraces
environmental protection.
Figure 1.4.3

Diagram

Figure 1.4.28

Issey Miyake believes that any material can be turned into clothing.
has rediscovered traditional materials. But he has also experimented One of Issey Miyake’s bag are inspired by the metal panels that steel
special treatments giving surfaces an alive, animal look, as well as workers fuse together to create structures, the triangles are attached Diagram shows how the Issey Miyake bag is patterned. The triangles
exploring futuristic fabrics, such as a polyester that is heat-cut and to mesh cloth to give it movement and the feeling of lightness. The are arranged in a mirrored pattern do that when they are layered
molded into shape with the aid of just snap buttons.
bags also have adjustable leather straps and an interior pocket.

more visual than it had never been before. Therefore, he tries to
explore relationships between the body and the garment which
covers it, along with the space where the person evolves.

Pattern

Figure 1.4.30

Designer: Issey Miyake
Nationality: Japanese
Born: April 22, 1938 (age 79)
Education: Tama Art University (Tokyo, Japan)

This graph maps the radiation onto a sky dome to show the intensity of the direction and intensity of
solar radiation on a yearly basis around the cardinal points for Atlanta.

This graph shows the outdoor comfort in Atlanta using the yearly range of temperatures and humidities.

nP

a
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West Elevation

Quad Meshes

The diagrams show the wind direction and intensity coming to the site. The number of hours are re ected by the size of the
rose, and the intensity is expressed in colors as shown in the legend.

This chart shows the relationship between dry bulb, humidity ratio, and enthalpy. The polygons overlaid on the chart represent different
strategies to increase comfort.

Wind

The objective of the project is to enhance the experience of the existing urban plaza at a variety of scales. Changing a person’s
perception as they walk through the space. I will investigate the edge condition of a downtown high-rise building, how it meets the sky
and how it interacts the street condition. Creating a public interactive space bringing in scale and how we read buildings from far as
silhouettes, from an intermediate scale as materiality and transparently, and from a close-up scale with details and tectonic.

Olympia Building

North Elevation

Psychometric Chart

Stitch:
A stitch is a single turn or loop of the thread or yarn in sewing, knitting, and embroidery. All stitches made with a
sewing needle with an “eye” or hole are variations on seven basic stitches: running stitch, backstitch, overcast stitch,
cross stitch, buttonhole or blanket stitch, chain stitch and knot stitch. Sewing machine stiches: chain stitch made
with one thread; lockstitch made with two threads; and overlook, made with one to four threads.

Site Plan/Building Diagram

Bell Building
Site

Str
e

1. Silhouette
2. Material
3. Darts
4. Stitch
5. Seam
6. Pattern-making
7. Texture
8. Color
9. Scale

Muses Building

Fashion:
The prevailing type of clothing that is favored by a large segment of the public at any given time.

Radiation by Sky Segment

Flat Iron Building

A thesis exploring the intersection between fashion and architecture
Close your eyes and clear your mind, imagine a stitch in your clothing. A stitch is a single turn or loop of the thread or yarn in sewing,
the knitting of fabric and embroidery of thread which create connections/seams in garments. Now imagine that stitch at a bigger scale,
connecting urban environments together as well as building materials to create a structural entity or framework. Fashion can change
its trends throughout the seasons, however, some buildings can adapt to the trends and change by altering their facades and or their
interiors to give them a new image. Can architecture be more current with technology and with current sensibilities, can it be more
spontaneous and more responsive in current culture.
This leads one to question; how do the two disciplines interrelate? Could architecture be both in the moment and timeless? Is there a
correlation between the materials, forms and processes used in both practices? I will be exploring the intersection between fashion and
architectural design. Given that tools such as parametric design, digital fabrication and material innovation are now a part of current
practice; have they made the scaler transition of fashion within the realm of architectural plausible?
The project will encompass the design of a new skin of an existing building overtly borrowing techniques from fashion design:

Relative Temperature & Humidity

Georgia-Pacific Plaza

Green Spaces/Fountains Diagram

References

5.1Final Thesis Presentation Boards

RE_DRESSING
RE_DRESSING ARCHITECTURE:
ARCHITECTURE:

Figure 1.4.12

Circular Proﬁles
Figure 1.4.8

1/2 Open

Figure 1.4.11

The pattern of the screens is derived from the Mashrabiya. The
Mashrabiya is the Arabic term given to a type of projecting oriel
window enclosed with carved wood latticework located on the
second story of a building or higher, often lined with stained glass.
The mashrabiya is an element of traditional Arabic architecture
Figure 1.4.14
Fully Open
used since the Middle Ages up to the mid-20th century. It is mostly
used on the street side of the building; however, it may also be
used internally on the sahn side. Mashrabiyas were mostly used in Diagrams show how the facade for the building opens and closed.
It is covered entirely in a latticed screen that uses a multi-layered houses and palaces although sometimes in public buildings such Depicting how the shape folds into its self so that the light can pass
through into the building.
pattern constructed of aluminum and glass.
as hospitals, inns, schools and government buildings.

blinds, improving the incidence of daylight and giving occupants
better views.

A

Auburn Ave / Peachtree St Ne
Crosswalk
Auburn Ave / Park Place
Crosswalk

Diagram

Principles of geometric composition drawn from traditional Islamic
architecture were applied in creating the towers’ shape.
The towers feature a dynamic, translucent facade that opens and
closes in response to the sun’s movement, reducing solar gain on
the facade by up to 50%. The facade is inspired by “mashrabiya”,
a form of wooden lattice screen used in Islamic architecture as a
means of retaining privacy while simultaneously reducing glare
and solar gain. Translucent, umbrella-like components make up the
facade; there are 2,000 of these “mashrabiya” components on each
tower. The dynamic facade solution removes the need for heavily-

Pattern

Diagram

Pattern

Materiality

Figure 1.4.43
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Jenny Sabin’s work is at the forefront of a new direction for 21st
century architecture practice, one that investigates the intersections
of architecture and science, and applies insights and theories from
biological and mathematics to the design or material structures.

Project : Al Bahar Towers
Architect : Adeas UK
Location : Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
Engineer: Arup
Cost:
Floor Area: 753,000 sq ft
Complition: 2012

Materiality

Figure 1.4.47

Figure 1.4.10

Figure 1.4.21

Figure 1.4.19

Crystallization

Figure 1.4.54

Original Picture

Figure 1.4.16

Site

Figure 1.4.50
Figure 1.4.49

Figure 1.4.55

Project : M. H. De Young Memorial Museum
Architect : Jacques Herzog, Pierre de Meuron and Fong + Chan
Location : San Francisco, United States
Engineer: Rutherford & Chekene
Cost: US$202 million
Floor Area: 293,000 sq ft
Completion: 2005

Edgewood Ave / Equitable
Crosswalk

Figure 1.4.20

Figure 1.4.17

Herzog & de Meuron developed the idea of a variably perforated
screen exterior which would mirror the green foliage and forestry
of the surrounding Golden Gate Park, San Francisco’s central
park. The architects worked with Zahner whose engineers and
software specialists developed a system which would allow unique
perforation and patterned dimples, variably sized and placed
throughout the exterior. This included near 8000 unique facade
panels — the collective whole which formed patterns of light as
seen through trees.

Diagram

Figure 1.4.18

South Elevation

25 Park Place

Edgewood Ave / Hurt Plz
Crosswalk

Sun Exposure

The material of the facade is copper. The copper facade and roof
would transition from its bright golden red, to a dark brown, to a The desire of architects to have a building that is mixed with the
park, led them to wrap it with a copper skin texture which was
Figure 1.4.23
earthy greens.
subsequently modeled with pictures and patterns that represent the
Grasshopper Altered
In clean air environments which San Francisco generally has great
air quality this process can take much longer. Copper oxidizes into abstract patterns embossed in a “dimples and pimples” with Using the same technique as designers of the sink in the de Young
quickly in polluted areas. In cleaner environments, this process varying degrees of depth, which were stamped in copper panels Museum, I took my own image and placed it into grasshopper to
could take twenty to thirty years.
create a dotted image shown above.

Pattern

The Facade:
950,000 lbs of copper
300,000 lbs of glass
7,200 unique copper panels with 1,500,000 embossing

Materiality

Diagram

Pattern

Materiality

Each of the collection’s hypnotic designs were based on optical
illusion patterns, which typically feature a palette of only black and
Figure 1.4.53
white.
Iris van Herpen is no stranger to incorporating technology into her “By building up the patterns and then distorting them, the eye’s Diagrams show how most of Iris Van Herpen’s creations are very
perspective is tricked and challenged to see new patterns occurring symmetrical. They feature tessellations and repeating organic
patterns.
in between,” said the designer.
3D printing technology in her work.

Figure 1.4.51

Daylight Glare Probability (DGP) is the
percentage of people disturbed due to the
level of vertical eye illuminance.

Edgewood Ave / Park Place
Crosswalk

Pedestrian Diagram

Lucid
Designer: Iris Van Herpen
Nationality: Dutch
Born: June 5, 1984 (age 33)
Education: ArtEZ University of the Arts (Zwolle, Netherlands)
Iris van Herpen is a Dutch fashion designer who is widely recognized
as one of fashion’s most talented and forward-thinking creators
who continuously pushes the boundaries of fashion design.
Van Herpen is often hailed as a pioneer in utilizing 3D printing
as a garment construction technique, and as an innovator who is
comfortable with using technology as one of the guiding principles
in her work because of its sculptural nature and unfamiliar form.
The designer’s intent is to blend the past and the future into a
distinct version of the present by fusing technology and traditional
Couture craftsmanship.

Figure 1.4.56

Spatial Daylight Autonomy (sDA) describes
the percentage of oor area that receives at
least 300 lux for at least 50% of the annual
occupied hours.

Figure 1.4.22

Figure 1.4.15

Figure 1.4.52

EUI is expressed as energy per square foot per year. It is calculated by dividing the
total energy consumed by the building in one year (measured in kBtu) by the total oor
area of the building. The most common unit for EUI is kBtu/ft2/year.
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Figure 1.4.46

Figure 1.4.44

Transformed the patterns of this biological data into the geometry
Figure 1.4.45
and material of knitted structure, based on prototypes developed
The installation’s architectural framework is inspired by both nature during the previous workshop sessions. The myThread Pavilion is
Figure 1.4.48
Quad Nurb Surfaces
and mathematics, and is built from an assemblage of mediums: the result of this collaboration, with a harder outside construction
digitally knitted 3D elements, solar active and drake yarns, twill and softer, organic inner material. An inner structure of soft
tape and aluminum tubing. The temporary pavilion employs both textile based whole garment knit elements absorbs, collects and Diagrams the process of how Jenny Sabin gets to her form in her
photoluminescence and light activated yarns that absorb, collect, delivers light as the materials react to the presence of people. myThread Pavilion . Starting with quad meshes, then pulling our
and deliver luminance. From a practical standpoint, this portable
and super-lightweight structure could be used outdoors to consume human form. It is its own environment, its own community and its with a smoothing algorithm and then unrolling the shapes to create
rays from the sun during the day, before releasing them at night.
own energy.
the surfaces.

Benchmarks

Figure 1.4.41

Figure 1.4.42

Figure 1.4.40

Designer: Jenny Sabin
Nationality: American
Born:
Education:

Energy Analysis
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Streetcar Stop

University Advisement Center
In 2013, Georgia State University opened the University Advisement
Center in suites 400 and 500 of the 25 Park Place building.
Figure 2.1.1

changed the structure of academic advisement on campus. Housing
more than 60 academic advisors representing every college and

Tracks going West

Figure 2.1.3

Figure 2.2.12

Figure 2.2.13

Figure 2.2.14

Sunrise: 05:41am
Azimuth/Altitude: 89.18° / -0.44°
Hour Angle: 91.15°
Declination: 0.21°
Daylight: 12:09 Hrs

Sunrise: 04:27am
Azimuth/Altitude: 60.78° / -0.44°
Hour Angle: 107.98°
Declination: 23.44°
Daylight: 14:24 Hrs

Sunrise: 05:24am
Azimuth/Altitude: 88.57° / -0.44°
Hour Angle: 91.49°
Declination: 0.72°
Daylight: 12:12 Hrs

Sunrise: 06:38am
Azimuth/Altitude: 117.95° / -0.44°
Hour Angle: 74.30°
Declination: -23.43°
Daylight: 09:54 Hrs

Solar Noon: 11:45am
Azimuth/Altitude: 180.00° / 56.47°
Hour Angle: 0.00°
Declination: 0.21°
Daylight: 12:09 Hrs

Solar Noon: 11:39am
Azimuth/Altitude: 180.00° / 79.68°
Hour Angle: 0.00°
Declination: 23.44°
Daylight: 14:24 Hrs

Solar Noon: 11:30am
Azimuth/Altitude: 179.80° / 56.98°
Hour Angle: 0.11°
Declination: 0.72°
Daylight: 12:12 Hrs

Solar Noon: 11:35am
Azimuth/Altitude: 180.00° / 32.84°
Hour Angle: 0.00°
Declination: -23.43°
Daylight: 09:54 Hrs

Sunset: 17:50pm
Azimuth/Altitude: -89.18° / -0.44°
Hour Angle: -91.15°
Declination: 0.21°
Daylight: 12:09 Hrs

Sunset: 18:52pm
Azimuth/Altitude: -60.78° / -0.44°
Hour Angle: -107.98°
Declination: 23.44°
Daylight: 14:24 Hrs

Sunset: 17:36pm
Azimuth/Altitude: -88.57° / -0.44°
Hour Angle: -91.49°
Declination: 0.72°
Daylight: 12:12 Hrs

Sunset: 16:33pm
Azimuth/Altitude: -117.95° / -0.44°
Hour Angle: -74.30°
Declination: -23.43°
Daylight: 09:54 Hrs

Spring/Vernal Equinox: March 21st

Summer Solstice: June 21st

Autumn/Fall Equinox: September 21st

Winter Solstice: December 21st

to help students select and, when necessary, transition between
serves all freshmen, sophomores and juniors.
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Georgia State students, the building is home to the writing center/
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The site that I have chosen is in downtown Atlanta. It is the Sun
Trust building across the street from Woodruff park. I have chosen

people can utilize the plaza for different purposes then just walking
around.

Site
Park Place
Streetcar Stop

Street-Car Diagram

25 Park Place
Other Names: Trust Company of Georgia Building, Sun-Trust Bank
Building
Structure Type: Building
Status: Complete
Country: United States
City: Atlanta
Street Address: 25 Park Place
Postal Code: 30303
Building Function: Educational
Completion: 1971
Architect: Carson, Lundin & Shaw (New York City)

4:00 PM

Roof
Activation:

SITE

Structure 1:
This structural system is
following the curves of the
skin using tubular steel as the
material. This might fail
because of the spacing in
between the members is to
vast and the diameter of the
steel will be too big for
the pins to hold on
to it.

Building Nodes:
The skin will activate some
areas of the building were
occupants can come into the skin
and get to experience the skin from
underneath. Creating nodes within the
building allows for people to experience
the outside and get away from daily
stress and relax. Creating a space
within the existing building and
the skin where students can
come out and study and
lounge in between
classes.

Theater Roof
Activation:
This space is another space that is
currently unoccupied. This space is
located on top of the Creative Media
Industries Institute of Georgia State. I want to
use the skin to create a space for the students
to show and display their work. The skin will
drape over to not only shade but to create a
surface for which the students can project their
work onto the inner side of the screen. There
will be built in seating that can be doubled
as another gathering space where
students can study and lounge under
the skin.

Lookout
Space

Water Wall

Upper
Seating

Lower
Seating

The
skin wraps over
the rood top and shades
most of it from the sun. This
is here to create a new
environment that can give people
the opportunity to come up here
and relax or study. The
environment creates a space
where you can be partly covered
from the elements but still be
able to experience the
outdoors.

Hammock Spaces

Option I

The roof is currently unused
space. I am proposing my skin to
drape up and shade portions of the
roof for different points of
activation. A new entertainment
space, rooftop garden, panoramic
views and study spaces. Getting to
the roof will be elevator and stair
access so that people can
come up from any part of
the building.

Elevators will
open up into an
enclosed glassed in
space. This space can be
used for entertainment
when the weather is not
optimal. This also lets you
experience the rooftop
without being out in
the outdoors.

Structure 2:
This structural system is taking
the horizontal and vertical contours
of the skin and using that as the
framework. When looking at the skin face
on all you will be able to see is the grid
intersecting at horizontal and vertical planes.
When you look from above you will be able to
see that the horizontal and vertical lines
curve and bend to give the ski its fabric
look. The pro of this skin is that it’s
members are closer together giving a
denser look. The con might be that
it might look a little to linear
when the skin is places
onto of it.

This second
level study area is
so that you can get up
into the fresh air and be
even higher off the roof
top so experience
some beautiful
views.

This roof top
study area can be used
in multiple different ways
from studying alone to
studying within groups these
tables are very handy. There
are plenty of tables that are
located all along the
rooftop with vast views
of the Atlanta Sky
line.

The
new skin will be
visible from the
interior of the building as
well. Giving the occupants
of the building an
opportunity to see the
interior of the skin and the
structure at a more close
up visual.

Option II

Program

Plaza
Activation:
The plaza is currently an empty
space. I am proposing to create a space
that could merge the lines between a fashion
and architecture to create a new social space.
Public entertainment, recreation, festivals, and
study are just a few of the activities that these
spaces allow for and they help to make for a more
intimate experience. With all of the hardscapes of
the plaza is made of I feel like the site might appear
stark and unwelcoming, so by planning to
incorporate rows of trees, small shrubs, and
grasses to help soften and bring life to the new
space. They also included site furnishings like
table tennis, water playground, café
seating, Wi-Fi enabled spaces, and
communal tables to further
encourage fun and
relaxation.

Structure 3:
This structural system is
relatively similar to structure
system one. The difference between
this one is that the members are closer
together so that the skin can attach to
the structure easily. The diameter of the
tubular steel is smaller so that the
structure looks more elegant and light
as if it was fabric ﬂowing through
the air. This skin will also be
easier to pin to the building
because of its multiple
members.

In
fashion, boning refers to
rigid strips of material used to maintain
the shape of a corset or bodice. Each strip of
boning material is called a bone or a stay. The bones
are sewn vertically into the fabric of a corset or bodice.
Bones may also contribute to the cinching properties of a
corset, depending upon its strength. Stays were historically made of
whalebone, ivory, other types of bone, and wood, but today they are
made primarily of steel or plastic.

Amphitheater Space:

Spaces for students and the public to gather in groups of four or
more. Having space to spread out and get work done.

A space for the GSU theater department to hold shows and for GSU
students as well as bringing awareness to the public.

Individual Spaces:

Observation Spaces:

These spaces are for individual occupants so that they can have
their privacy to concentrate on whatever tast is at hand.

Areas on the upper ﬂoors of the building that penetrate the walls
to create new observation areas to look over the park and city
views.

Dynamic spaces:

Outdoor Eating Spaces:

Spaces that can expand and contract
to the amount of people that
are inhabiting the area.

Spaces that go along with the existing café that is on the site. A
space for people to eat food.

Green Walls

Structure 4:
This structural system is
completely different from the last
three. This system uses triangular
trusses to wrap around the building. I
feel that this one will be the most suitable
to what I am trying to archive. I feel that
the skin will attach better with this
system giving better attachment points
along the structure. This system will
also pin to the building better
because of its various points of
attachment using the
designed armatures.

The earliest types of corsets, worn from the 16th to 18th century, were
designed to transform the upper torso into a very stiff, inverted cone shape. For
this reason, very tough materials were used as boning, and there was little room
between bones. In addition to whalebone, great cane was a popular support
material in early corsets.
In the 19th century, corsets became less restrictive, and stays were often used only
on the front of the corset. The ﬁrst steel boning dates from around this time, and
when whalebone became scarce and expensive in the latter 19th century, people
looked to different materials for corsetry. Bones were sometimes made of cork, a
plant ﬁber called Coraline, or Featherbone, made from the quills of feathers.

Outdoor Gathering Space:

Gathering Spaces

Throughout the late 19th and early 20th centuries, corsets became less and
Types
less complex and restrictive, and more emphasis was placed on comfort
of Boning:
than on molding the body into a desired shape. Bones became used
more to keep the fabric taut than to shape and support the torso. In
White steel boning:
the early 20th century, spiral boning was used for the ﬁrst time.
Nylon-coated spring steel, ½" or ¼" wide. It is very
This type of boning is made of steel arranged in a ﬂat
rigid and strong and can be bent in one direction to
spiral. It is more ﬂexible than traditional stays, as it
make a curve. It can also twist or buckle. This is perfect for
is able to bend in both directions, and
corsets or costumes and should only be dry-cleaned. When
therefore provides more gentle
cut, this it needs to have tips to prevent it from poking through
support.
casing and other fabric.
Feather lite boning:
Durable and ﬂexible plastic, ½" or ¼" wide. It is made for ﬂexible support
and prevents rolling of fabric on garments. It cannot be sewn in a curve
and would not work for a "waist-reducing" corset. This is perfect for
costumes or garments that require very light support and can withstand
machine or hand-washing. When cut, this boning does not require tips.
Flexi curve boning:
Lightweight and ﬂexible plastic, 1/2" wide. It is able to ﬂex around the
curve of a supportive garment meant to ﬁt the torso. Flexible
enough to wear with comfort, ﬂexi curve can be used for a
corset, bustier, or strapless garment.
Boning tips:
U-shaped tips that cover the cut ends of
continuous boning. They come in ½" or
¼" to match you’re the size of
your boning.

Cafe
Seating

Art /Seating

Gathering
Spaces

Step
Seating

Renderings

Site Surroundings

Amphitheater Step
Seating
Seating

Roof Renderings

GSU Buildings

Roof & Plaza Plans

Mixed Use

Lower
Seating

Option III

Parks

LED
lights will be
strung throughout
the skin. This will give
the skin a new soul when
the sun goes down. This
can be an opportunity for
the university to
advertise during the
day and the
night.

Option IV

Parking

Structure Analysis

Site

Technology

Solar panels will
be “sewn” into the
new skin of the building.
The panels can provide a
little added energy to the
skin and the existing
building. It can power lights
and outlets that are
integrated within the
new spaces.
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